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Few missions are as important to the U.S. antitrust agencies as preventing 

anti-competitive mergers. But sometimes, for whatever reason, anti-

competitive mergers do slip under the agencies' radar. 

 

Though a merger may have closed without being thoroughly vetted, the 

antitrust agencies have jurisdiction to challenge any transaction that may 

substantially lessen competition. Indeed, the Federal Trade Commission[1] 

and the U.S. Department of Justice[2] have a strong record of challenging 

and unwinding consummated mergers that raise serious competition 

concerns. 

 

As the role of technology in the economy grows more important every day, the antitrust 

agencies have stepped up their efforts to investigate and bring enforcement actions against 

mergers of digital platforms.[3] Indeed, earlier this year, the DOJ went to trial to block 

Sabre Corp.'s acquisition of Farelogix Inc. to prevent harm in booking services for airline 

tickets sold through online travel agencies.[4] 

 

At the same time, the FTC continues to go after consummated deals. On Jan. 3, the FTC 

filed an administrative complaint against Axon Enterprise Inc.'s consummated acquisition of 

its body-worn camera systems competitor VieVu LLC.[5] The deal closed in May of 2018, so 

the complaint was filed 20 months after the deal closed and the litigation is ongoing. 

 

Meanwhile, the FTC is currently investigating the past 10 years of technology acquisitions by 

big tech firms such as Google Inc., Amazon.com Inc., Apple Inc., Facebook Inc. 

and Microsoft Corp.[6] The FTC's current administrative litigation and reviews serve as a 

reminder that no deal is safe from agency investigation and enforcement even months or 

years after closing.[7] 

 

One consummated digital platform acquisition that should be on the antitrust agencies' 

radar is Comcast's NBC Sports Group's acquisition of EZLinks Golf, its closest competitor in 

the online tee time agency platform and golf management software markets. The deal 

closed last November, and the transaction eliminated head-to-head competition.[8] 

 

In 2015, EZLinks entered and disrupted the online tee time agency market by providing 

public golf courses a listing service for a less expensive commission model and wiping out 

booking fees for golfers that booked on its platform.[9] Shortly after, GolfNow, an online tee 

time agency that operates under the Comcast/NBC Sports Group umbrella along with 

the Golf Channel, set out to regain its monopoly position to be part of the "booking of every 

round, everywhere."[10] Through a series of acquisitions of eight different technology 

platforms in the past six years,[11] the company has created a "golf round booking 

goliath."[12] 

 

With the addition of EZLinks, GolfNow "controls an estimated 90% of the golf industry's 

aggregated, online tee time inventory"[13] for the public courses that are currently using an 

online tee time agency to market and distribute their tee times. Further, the transaction 

also provided GolfNow with control of over 60% of the golf management software market, 

which is the key technology piece in controlling distribution of a public golf course operator's 

tee times to any rival online tee time agency or booking technology. 
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Lessons From DOJ's Block of Bazaarvoice/PowerReviews 

 

The agencies clearly have the tools to enforce the antitrust laws in cases involving digital 

technologies. Notably, several years ago the DOJ successfully litigated a block of a 

consummated online platform merger and unwound the transaction.[14] In that case, the 

DOJ filed a complaint to unwind Bazaarvoice Inc.'s acquisition of PowerReviews Inc. 

approximately 10 months after the deal had closed. In a huge victory for the DOJ, the trial 

court made a number of important findings that are still relevant today.[15] 

 

First, the trial court found that PowerReviews was Bazaarvoice's closest and only serious 

competitor in the market for "rating and review" platform services sold to e-commerce 

businesses. The court accepted the narrowly defined market notwithstanding Bazaarvoice's 

arguments that it operated in a larger, dynamic, and evolving technology environment. The 

court found that rating and review platforms provided an interface for consumers to rate 

products online. Before the acquisition, Bazaarvoice and PowerReviews directly competed 

with each other by offering sophisticated rating and review platforms to large enterprise 

manufacturers and retailers. 

 

The court found that Bazaarvoice's acquisition of PowerReviews eliminated its primary 

commercial competitor, allowing it to acquire customers rather than to compete for them. 

The trial court also concluded that Amazon was not in the market or a potential entrant 

even though it had an in-house rating and review solution for its own website. 

 

Second, the merged firm's high market share, estimated at 56% to 68%, established a 

prima facie violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act. There was no direct evidence of post-

consummation competitive harm, but the agencies still examine whether the merger is 

likely to cause future anti-competitive effects. The court explained that the government did 

not need any direct evidence of post-consummation harm such as whether the merger had 

resulted in higher prices or other anti-competitive effects to establish a violation. Instead, 

all it needed to show was a "reasonable likelihood" of anti-competitive effect in the relevant 

market using the same type of evidence used in nonconsummated merger challenges. 

 

Thus, the government was able to establish an antitrust violation through market share data 

and concentration levels measured through the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index even though 

none of the more than 100 customers who testified at trial or through deposition believed 

that the acquisition had harmed or would harm them. The court held that their testimony 

was "speculative" and gave little weight to post-merger pricing evidence that did not show 

any anti-competitive effect because the court believed that the merged firm could 

manipulate its pricing. 

 

Third, the trial court found that significant entry barriers arising from network effects and 

high switching costs would limit potential competitors that might counteract Bazaarvoice's 

increased market power. 

 

Applying the Lessons to Comcast's Acquisition of EZLinks 

 

Applying some of the lessons learned from Bazaarvoice to Comcast's acquisition of EZLinks 

would suggest that the agencies could successfully mount a challenge to this consummated 

transaction. 

 

First, as held in Bazaarvoice, trial courts accept narrowly defined markets even in 

technology mergers. Here, an online tee time agency platform is the only means by which a 
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golfer can conveniently compare and contrast tee time availability, location, price and 

course conditions at multiple public golf courses in one search. Likewise, the only efficient 

means by which a public golf course can market to new golfers on the internet is through an 

online tee time agency platform. No other products have the same attributes as an online 

tee time agency platform. GolfNow and EZLinks actually competed on both sides of the 

online platform: They competed for golfers through subscription and booking fees and for 

public golf courses through bartered tee times or commissions for listing services. 

 

Second, the online tee time agency market is far more concentrated than the market 

challenged in Bazaarvoice. Comcast's GolfNow has approximately 90% of the online tee 

time agency market post-merger, having eliminated its only meaningful competitor. In 

other words, the merger is presumptively unlawful. And given the Bazaarvoice decision, it 

would be difficult for defendants to overcome the presumption even with compelling facts 

such as Amazon being on the sidelines ready to expand. The fact that the merger eliminated 

head to head competition as well as a maverick that had disrupted the market would also 

favor a challenge. 

 

Third, just like in Bazaarvoice, significant entry barriers for any rival online tee time agency 

or online booking application exist due to indirect network effects. And the success of any 

(new) online tee time agency depends on it being adopted in large measure by golfers and 

golf courses alike. That is, the more golfers use an online tee time agency platform, the 

higher the value of the platform for public golf courses, and vice versa. 

 

Now that Comcast's GolfNow has nearly all the public golf courses and golfers that use an 

online tee time agency using its platform, it would be extremely difficult for any new online 

tee time agency to enter and expand. Add in the fact that GolfNow controls the booking 

engines, e-tee sheets, and the websites of over 60% of public golf courses (i.e., the so-

called golf management software market), and the company is in position to deny rival 

online tee time agencies and online booking apps access to its clients' e-tee sheets and 

booking engines. 

 

Consolidation and monopolistic conduct cost consumers and the economy in the form of less 

competition, which results in higher prices, less choice and less innovation. Fortunately, the 

FTC and DOJ have shown a willingness to investigate consummated transactions and 

unwind them when appropriate. 

 

While most consummated merger challenges occur more than a year after closing, 

consumers are harmed during the interim. And while we can all understand that the 

antitrust agencies are extremely busy investigating big tech, they should not be sleeping on 

Comcast's monopolization of online booking services for tee times sold through online tee 

time agency platforms. 
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